《The Mysterious CEO》
108 'sOhhh… Isn'st it Juan's villa, which vanished in a bomb blast?'s
"Who are they?" Lu Lan asked while looking at the photo frame.
"They are the owners of this villa" Si Yan replied.
"Hmm….Where are they? Aren't they living here?" Lu Lan averted her sight from the
photo frame and looked at him.
"No"
"Why…? This villa is so beautiful. It's a shame that no one lives here. If I have a villa
like this, I will never leave from here. In fact, brother-in-law, can you help me to meet
the owner? I would like to buy this villa" Lu Lan excited said.
'I will give hubby this villa as a wedding gift. He would definitely like it' Lu Lan
thought and a smile appeared on her face by remembering Si Li.
Ahhh…. It was only a few hours since he left and she was already missing him.

"Sister-in-law, they won't sell this villa".

"Why…? They are not using it, so it wouldn't be a problem for them. I will pay to
them a good price".
Lu Lan was earning a good salary from Si Corporation and with her investment, she
could purchase it. Even if the owner would ask for excess money, then she would lend
the flat of her parents and took a loan.
"Because the man in the photo gave this villa to his wife as their wedding gift and even
he named this villa after his wife's name as Juan's villa" Si Yan explained.
He referred 'the man in the photo' instead of saying Mo Jiang's name.
"Juan's villa…" Lu Lan murmured it under her breath. As if she already heard this
name somewhere before.

But…Where…
After a few moments, Lu Lan remembered and immediately asked "Ohhh… Isn't it
Juan's villa, which vanished in a bomb blast?"
Si Yan was shocked, how did Lu Lan know about this, when Si Li already vanished all
the details about that blast? No one knew about the blast except Si and Mo families,
then how did Lu Lan get the information about the blast?
This villa vanished in the bomb blast, however, Mo Jinnan made it again. Exactly the
same as it was. He knew that when Mo Jiang would come back, he would definitely
want to come here.
"Sister-in-law, how did you know about the blast?" Si Yan asked. He was afraid that if
Lu Lan knew about this, then it meant might be someone else also knew about the
blast, which had happened on the Little Champ's birthday and Mo Jiang's family
finished on that day.
"Ohhh… I was nearby that day…let me remember….Right, it's three years back. That
time, I was doing my part-time job as an assistant of an anchor of a news channel. I
was nearby that day here, even my senior saw that. First, they thought to make it news,
but afterwards, when I asked about the news, they said that they couldn't report that
news in their channel because of all the information was erased. Even the police didn't
provide any information, they said they had orders from the higher authorities.
However, I got to know that the wife of the owner of this villa died in that blast. Ohhh
MY GOD… that meant the lady in the photo died in that blast?"
"I don't know, it is bro, who told me about this villa. You can ask him. Come… let's
see this villa" Si Yan changed the topic and let Si Li handle this matter with Lu Lan. Si
Yan didn't want to create a problem for Si Li, by saying anything.
Lu Lan saw uneasiness on the face of Si Yan, so she didn't ask further. She thought it
was not her business to mind in others' life.
However, whether it was her business or not, she would know soon enough…
After Lu Lan and Si Yan went to look for the villa and side by side Si Yan was giving
the idea for the Little Champ's birthday party to Lu Lan. His idea was the same as Liu
Juan made the arrangement for Little Champ's 2nd birthday.
They decided the theme for the birthday party. As Little Champ's like to play football,
so they decided that all the guest would ware football player costume.

Three years back, Mo Jiang was interested in the football and wanted to take part the
football team and wanted to play for his country, however, circumstance didn't allow
him.
Nevertheless, Mo Jiang didn't give up on his dream and he went every weekend to
play the football with his friends and most of the time, he took Little Champ with him.
As it was Mo Jiang's wish that Little Champ would play for the country.
Seeing his father passionated for the football, Little Champ also took interest in the
football, even though he was only 2 years old at that time.
Seeing the craziness of father and son for the football, even Liu Juan had decided the
football theme for the Little Champ's birthday.
Even, Mo Jiang ordered a cake having the shape of the football. Initially, Liu Juan said
that she wanted to bake the cake personally for her son. Mo Jiang couldn't stop his
beloved wife to fulfil her wish, however, Mo Jiang already knew, how well the
culinary skill of his wife. So he already ordered the cake before ahead, because he
knew that Liu Juan would mass up with all the things.
As expected, Liu Juan turned their kitchen into the disaster and got upset for being
useless because she didn't know any household work, which normal wife would do for
her husband. However, Mo Jiang didn't mind this thing. For him, it was already a
blessing to get a wife, to whom he loved the most.

